The determination of DNA ploidy is of prognostic value in many human carcinomas.' What we know about the importance of this variable has increased greatly since the description in 1983 by Hedley et all of a method of processing archival, formalin fixed, paraffin wax embedded tissue for analysis of ploidy. To date, the method most commonly used has been flow cytometry. There are certain difficulties with this method which have been reviewed recently.' Flow cytometry does not permit morphological confirmation of measured objects; multinucleated histiocytes contribute both to high coefficients of variation (CV) and to the so-called "ripple effect."
Because of the lack of an internal diploid reference, the first (leftmost) peak of a flow histogram of an archival specimen is considered by convention to be the diploid GOG, peak. This means that the presence of hypodiploidy cannot be determined by flow cytometry of such specimens. There are also 135 unresolved problems concerning the interpretation of histograms, with variations in the definitions of both aneuploidy and tetraploidy: there is no agreement on the proportion of cells allowable in a G,M phase of a cycling diploid population.
Computed systems for static cytophotometry have been described and the technique applied to DNA quantitation. 4 The method described by Bacus Before this detailed review, the following guidelines had been applied to the interpretation of cytometric histograms in this laboratory:
Flow cytometry-First (leftmost) peak taken to be diploid G0G, peak. Tetraploidy: if more than 20% of events occur at twice the channel number of the first peak (after Fallenius et al).6 Aneuploidy: presence of a second peak distinct from the leftmost and G,M peaks. In practice, peaks with a DNA index of less than 1-2 were not included in the aneuploid category at first. This was because of the relatively high CVs and the fact that preparations from renal cell carcinoma tend to have a greater degree of contamination by debris than other types of tissue.
Computed image cytometry-Diploid: range of DNA indices 0-8-1 2 (this figure was taken from studies of flow cytometry histograms and, in the absence of reliable rules for such analyses for the CAS system, was applied early on to computed image cytometry histogram analysis in this laboratory). Tetraploidy: large peak (more than 25%) at 4c (DNA index of more than 1 8, less than 2-2) with corresponding peak at 8c. Because of bias towards large abnormal looking nuclei in a computed image cytometry histogram, it was felt necessary to add this latter criterion to differentiate a tetraploid and presumably cycling population from a diploid population with a high proportion of detected G,M nuclei. Aneuploid: all others (DNA index of <0-8> 1-2 < 1-8, >2-2).
The results of analysis using these rules are shown in table 1. Although the histograms were initially analysed and categorised separately, the object of this study was to present the conclusions derived from comparison of the methods. Data on G,M phases, DNA index, and CV were compared in each case, and an attempt made to resolve differences. Several 5 16-19 91 (mean 13d18, (SD) 3 55). In most of these cases the 4c peak of the image analysis histogram was small (mean 8-75 (SD) 6 02). In two cases, however, the proportions were 25-14% (flow cytometry 12-08) and 28% (flow cytometry 8 68%). As there was no evidence of an 8c peak on com- due to debris and high CV were clearly aneuploid by image analysis. The DNA indices ranged from 1-15-2-24. In four cases an aneuploid population was detected by image analysis while corresponding flow histograms were diploid. In seven cases image histograms were classed as tetraploid while the corresponding flow histograms had G,M phases of between 10-98 and 19-83 (all but one being greater than 15%), which were within the range previously classed as diploid. In two cases (21 and 27) the flow histograms had G,M phase proportions of 20% while the image proportions were 16-9 and 10%, respectively. As there was no 8c component to either, the image histograms were classified as diploid.
In case 31 an aneuploid population of DNA index of 1-16 was found on flow cytometry while the image histogram was diploid. The CV of the image G0Gl peak was above the mean at 6-I 1.
In one case (23) flow cytometry picked up both an aneuploid and a tetraploid population while computed image cytometry was resolutely diploid (CV 4-05).
Case 6 demonstrated tetraploidy by computed image cytometry, and a hypodiploid population was also present (DNA index 0-85). The flow histogram demonstrated aneuploidy; the DNA index was equivalent to 0-86 when the first peak was taken to be the aneuploid one. Only 12-1% of events were included in the G2M phase.
In case 42 the computed image cytometry histogram detected a large aneuploid peak of DNA index 2-3. The DNA index of the second flow cytometry peak was 2-1, but the CV was high (10-61) and therefore they may not have been truly discordant.
Discussion
The principal purpose of this study was to see whether, by using two different approaches to the assessment of ploidy, an accurate and reliable set of guidelines for histogram interpretation could be drawn up. The initial guidelines used in our laboratory were modified as a result of the comparison of the two sets of histograms but some areas of difficulty remain. In general, there was good agreement between the methods: there was concordance in 85 of the 102 cases where results could be compared (nine samples yielded uninterpretable results). The mean and range of GoGQ CVs in the current study were comparable with figures quoted in other studies based both on paraffin wax embedded, formalin fixed material7-10 and fresh tissue." High CVs of the GoG, peak may mask aneuploid populations and it has been suggested that a high CV in itself is an indication of the presence of aneuploidy."2 This problem is a particular feature of archivally based studies where GOG, peak CVs tend to be higher (range up to 13%)"3 than the 3-5% generally achieved in studies based on fresh material.
Our finding in six cases regarded as uninterpretable due to high CVs on flow cytometry (10-16-8%) , that all had aneuploid populations when assessed by computed image cytometry supports the contention of McFadden et al12 that a high CV may in itself be evidence of aneuploidy. The current study also confirms that computed image cytometry is more sensitive to aneuploidy, as it demonstrated aneuploidy in four cases where the flow cytometry histogram was diploid. In one of the two cases in which an aneuploid population was present on flow cytometry but not on computed image cytometry, the CV of the computed image cytometry histogram was high, reinforcing the point already made about high CVs.
Our finding that image analysis detects more cases of aneuploidy than flow cytometry is widely reflected in published findings.4"'8 This increased sensitivity has generally been attributed to the ability of the operator of the image analyser to bias cell selection towards the more abnormal types. Schneller et al have shown that such bias is necessary for image analysis systems to show this enhanced sensitivity to the presence of aneuploidy.'9 Small aneuploid populations are detected by computed image cytometry which may be masked by the large numbers of benign or inflammatory cells included blindly in a flow histogram. Of course, it must be pointed out that the small number of cells analysed in a computed image cytometry system magnifies the effect of sample error. Cells in a computed image cytometry preparation may be overlapping or damaged, and therefore will be rejected by the operator. This potential disadvantage may be overcome, to an extent, by software in the newest generation of image analysers which can electronically subtract overlapping images.
One of the difficulties faced by those who seek to make use of analytic cytometry is the lack of standardised rules for histogram interpretation. Even a brief review of the literature shows variation in the guidelines used in this area; hence the current attempt to reconcile the results provided by computed image cytometry and flow cytometry.
The question of the maximum permissible count in the G2M phase of a cycling diploid population is problematic. Differences in the software applied to the calculation probably account for the discrepancies in the figures quoted for this variable which range from 4 86-20%.7 20 21 Although the software applied in this study does not make allowance for baseline noise, our finding of an overlap between cases classified as diploid and tetraploid (as confirmed by computed image cytometry, where a G,M phase of between 15-20% is found on flow cytometry, is likely to be independent of such background interference. Genuine difficulty arises trying to assign ploidy class (diploid v tetraploid) using flow cytometry alone. Cases with G,M phases of >20% on flow cytometry were confirmed to be tetraploid by computed image cytometry in all but two instances, and sample error might have accounted for the failure of computed image cytometry to confirm these, as the 4c peaks were quite large. If the few expected nuclei with DNA content of 8c were overlapping or damaged they might be excluded from the histogram. This possibility is a factor of the relatively small number of nuclei included in an image analysis histogram and is a drawback to the method. Difficulty in ploidy categorisation by flow cytometry when G,M phase proportions are at the upper limit of diploid values will probably persist, regardless of the method applied to the calculation. Individual laboratories should be aware of this, whatever figure they accept.
There are insufficient data on the meaning of hypodiploid aneuploidy. Whether it marks a biological characteristic distinct from hyperdiploidy is not known. Certainly there is evidence from cytogenetic studies that hypodiploidy is a relatively common feature of many solid tumours and that small hypodiploid populations may be missed on flow cytometry." In this study seven cases of hypodiploid aneuploidy were found by image analysis which were, by conventional necessity, classed as hyperdiploid by flow cytometry. In most cases the initial DNA index of the flow histogram was less than 1 2, showing that even in the presence of relatively high CVs (>5%), two closely apposed peaks or a single bifid peak on flow cytometry is indicative of the presence of aneuploidy of either the hypo or hyperdiploid variety (table 2) .
The advantages of image analysis over conventional flow cytometry have been reviewed by Claud et al. 23 Prominent among them are increased sensitivity to aneuploidy, the presence of an internal reference standard, and the ability to generate quality histograms uncontaminated by debris and clumps of nuclei. All of these are borne out in this study. It is, however, a more time consuming technique.
Image analysis is of use in resolving the following difficulties with flow cytometry histograms: (a) There seems to be an overlap between the measured G2M phase of diploid populations and tetraploid populations. Computed image cytometry is useful in determining whether a given sample with a high second peak of mean channel number twice the first peak is diploid with a large G2M phase or is genuine- In this study of renal cell carcinoma hypodiploid aneuploid populations were found in seven histograms out of a total of 111 blocks examined. In an archivally based study such populations could only be confirmed by use of image analysis.
Using the CAS 100 system, limits of 0 9-1 1 are appropriate for the assignment of diploidy.
This study also provides confirmatory evi-
